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APPROACHES AND METHODS TO MOBILIZE AND CHANNEL FINANCE

FOR INVESTMENT IN HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

OVERVIEW OF AFRICAN CONDITIONS

I' + The si*uation in human settlements in moGt African countries remains unsatis
factory. The underlying factors are population growth, rapid urbanization and resul
tant overcrowding, lack of finance, underdevelopment of productive resources, and the
failure to draw up and implement effective housing programmes.

2. The population growth in Africa over the last ten years has been at the rate of
2.4 per cent per annum while urban population has been increasing at the rate of 5
per cent. Assuming the present population of the continent to be 3$P millions and the

tTe^lt? ^^ 42 milliOns> the °^all population and urban population at\£ turn of
the . century, vill^uaa^nmana^eabla sr-fru^ion^in-^to settlements. In-^ddition to the

' ^ Situat±On is further Wwated by the high^osts of

°fnconst^c-tinS a simple but modern type of house (three rooms
f^ ^d corrugated iron roof), including sanitary facilities"

a21 USS2»500 in urban areas. A similar situation exists

materials has m the past resulted in dependence on foreign aid!/, but this aid has
diminished greatly since the early 1960s.

e Showin^ interest in the aided self-help method of housing

5 srrsss

sss

axe built dually. This can be compared with the United Nations

1/ E/CN.14/HOU/WP/5, 6S and 7/Hev.1.
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call for ten houses per thousand inhabitants. It was pointed out in a preceding

paragraph that population increase annually in member States has been estimated at 2*4

per cent on an average and the rate of urbanization is estimated to be about 5 P©r

cent. In the light of these figures, tremendous efforts have to be made in both urban

and rural areas to provide improved conditions. This will not be easy- There are

several problems.

7. Planning machinery is still weak. In only a few countries have matters of human

settlements been integrated into economic development planning and the allocation of

resources is in most cases on an ad hoc basis. Progress has been made in establishing

machinery but the existing organizations are generally';under-employed and their opera

tions are haphazard beoause of the lack of a stated policy and lack of programmes

geared to economic development* Generally, there are too many authorities and"depart

ments having direct or indireot influence. The need is for co-ordinated decision-

slaking to carry out a national programme in a systematic way.

8. The present level of costs is high as.a result of a complex set of factors, moat

of which reflect the general level of development and inflationary conditions.

9- Domestic sources of finance are inadequate although there is scope for improve

ment, especially with regard to the utilization of the growing funds of social security

schemes and of national loans or development loans, some of which are already being

used for the financing of housing programmes in a few countries of the continent.+7

10. In view of the inadequacy of domestic resources, most countries have resorted to

external financing,.but this does not solve the problem as a large share of the

materials used in construction are imported, and aid has to be repaid in foreign

currency. Increased utilization of local raw materials would contribute towards

foreign exchange savings. The total consumption of building materials and components

in the sixties was estimated at around US$1,200 millions annually, of which 55 to 60
per cent is imported.

11. Added to the problems mentioned above is the quality of houses already built or

under construction. In both urban and rural areas many dwellings are too small. There

are many defects in design. Itaditional materials such as mud, straw, etc., which

are used especially in rural areas often lead to rapid deterioration, and the need

for the early replacement of dwellings.

12. An action-oriented programme to tackle these problems has now been established

as a result of the recommendations of the Commission and the surveys carried out by

the secretariat. For the immediate future, the secretariat is adopting a phased

operational programme. Emphasis will be on completing the collection of data on

existing housing stock and machinery for project implementation. These data are to be

used not only as a basis for future planning but also for providing advisory services

on maintenance and repair operations to preserve the existing stock and improve

obsolete dwellings at a comparatively moderate cost, thus contributing to alleviating

current shortages. In order to provide additional dwellings as quickly as possible

low-cost and aided self-help housing programmes are to be accelerated, using a minimum

number of standard designs. This would enable production of standard components and

materials on a sufficiently large scale to reduce costs.

1/E/CN.14/HOU/7/Rev. 1
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13. In order to meet an accelerated human settlements programme, the construction

industry has to be reorganized. Building firms have to be africanized, building

components standardized, and supplies made readily available. A reappraisal of the

entire rent structure is necessary for the effective amortisation of capital already

invested.

14* An important aspect of short-term measures is the role of governments and public

authorities. The housing problem in Africa, especially the provision of low-cost

houses, requires action by governments and/or public institutions. In particular, the
task of public authorities is to channel enough resources and ensure that they are

used with maximum efficiency, and where necessary subsidize low—income housing "by an

adequate rent policy.

15* Three underlying long-term problems are housing policy, cost of housing and the

production of building materials. Agreement has still to be reached on the necessity

for a housing policy to be an integral part of national * avelopment plans. Within th*

framework of overall national development plans, housing needs, both rural and urban,

have to be identified and priorities established so as to meet the needs of the

greatest number "f people and make efficient use of existing resources.

16. The best means of making better use of present resources is to reduce the *tst *f
housing and related facilities. Activities of the secretariat are directed towards

advising governments and public authorities on improving marketing, handling, and

tt facilities to reduce the cost cf jnj&fopipJ« delivered to the building

fWe- productivity -ef labour thrffj£fe a WWnr organization of >nzilAing
f-na on aitr» and. tke us« of simple to-iin and machinery* raising th© q?

tions of contractors; continuity in houso-building programmes and.closer association

of all participants in the building process; development of better and more functional

designs; modernization of existing bye-laws and regulations, and development of
applied research.

17* Finally, the local production of building materials and components is another

field where action is required on a long-term basis. There is no shortage of natural

resources in Africa, at least as far as cement, lime, clay, non-metallic ores and wood

are concerned. In view of the hydro-electric power and oil potential of the continent,

the present scarcity of economic fuel and power does not present an insurmountable
problem. The most serious obstacle is presented by the relatively small national

markets for household fittings, sanitary ware, hardware, etc., in a great number of

African countries, a limitation which is further aggravated by the inadequacy of
transport facilities.

18. The ECA secretariat believes that all the factors mentioned in this introduction
must be taken int* account if practical improvement is to be made in the use of

resources from whatever source in human settlements. We can go further to comment on

the sources and methods presently being used and in doing so make some positive
recommendations.

FINANCING OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS

19- The following paragraphs aim to establish a baseline »n the sources and characteri

stics «f finance in the public and private sectors of the economy. In terms of hous

ing finance the coverago is intended to be fairly extensive, although most of the

empirical examples are limited largely to Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania. Other material
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will be incorporated where possible, but this is limited largely to current literature,

where much of the information is likely to be dated. It is to be expected that where

general economic, social and political background is the more shared that there will

be fewer divergences from any given pattern of financial practices and institutions.

In this sense a major difference in existing characteristics is found between the ex-

colonies of France vis a vis those of the United Kingdom.

20™ The discussion falls under four headings. The introductory section sets out some

of the principles of finance in the light of the market characteristics of the

commodity (i.e. accommodation). There follows two sections dealing with the private
and public sectors respectively. The concluding section deals briefly with the

relationship to development planning.

21. Housing markets in human settlements in Africa are notably dualistio in character.

Housing supply tends to be either in a "traditional" or "modern" sub-market* Thxa .

dualism is marked in both the costs and techniques of construction. In the "tradi--

tional" sector the mode of building is based on the mud and wattle structurej modified

to a greater or lesser extent to fit in with rural or urban environment. In the

"modern" sector the standards set are generally equivalent to those p.f the ex-colonial

power, with building regulations and town-planning criteria borrowed wholesale, with

little or no modification, from the advanced, industrial, high-income countries. By

their nature the "modern" sector is predominantly urban, and the "traditional" sector

peri-urban and rural.

22.' Since the greatest proportion of thV populationof Africa are living in ..a. rural,
agricultural environment, mainly based on peasant smallholdings, most,housing is.in.
tfie private sector, and in the peri-urban and urban centres private,residential
development is still usually a larger sector than public housing. In some countries,

particularly those ^ith considerable external investment in extractive and processing

industries, employers provide their workers with housing which is tied to the employ

ment. Among the higher income groups the housing which is provided by employers is

frequently heavily subsidised or large housing allowances are given in addition to

the basic salaries. In this latter respect the pace is generally set by Government

continuation of terms of service created for an expatriate civil service in the

colonial period. This phenomenon has been removed from some African countries but

in others it continues to have a major influence on the housing market and on the

level of reajL salaries rather than basic money salaries among high level manpower.

23- The social and economifj^ramework of countries that are basically agricultural
and have low per capital income means that much of the demand for housing accommoda

tion in the growing urban agglomerations is for rental rather than owner-occupier

dwellings. Since the only/means for most of the population to ensure security after

retirement from the wage/salary, predominantly urban, labour force Is to return to the
rural areas, there is pressures for any personal housing investment to be in rural ••

rather than urban areas, at least as a first priority. This-characteristic of the

African housing market can certainly be expected to change as development is likely

to lead to moro long-term urban settlement on the individual "family" basis, and as

social security schemes are introduced. However, in the short- and medium-term

periods it is clear that a demand for rental rather than owner-occupier dwellings would

affect the optimum structure and activities of housing finance institutions. If a

part of Government housing policy were to be stimulation of demand for owner-occupa

tion of dwellings, then' institutions lending money for only this type of dwelling, in

the context of social and economic characteristics which imply raainly rental demand,

ara unlikely to have total success in urban areas, at least for the time being.
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unstable, a high proportion of income spent on housing may leave insufficient margin

for these price fluctuations if housing payments have to be made regularly. This
means that housing expenditure may be expected to rise only with income in the long-
run, and not through higher proportions of expenditure in the individual household

in the short-run.

29. Two approaches to rent determination can be distinguished, related respectively
to market rents fixed by direct forces of demand for and supply of accommodation, and
cost-based rents, which will reflect market forces in as much as factor prices reflect
the demands put upon them in a market economy. It is on the former that rent control
measures are taken if it is felt that the markot rent gives too high a margin of
surplus to the private landlord over and above the cost-based rents. In turn cost-
based rants may be based on the historical construction costs or on the replacement

costs.1/

30. The elements in the cost of a dwelling will be made up of the following* capital
costs of the land and the building, which are themselves divided between principal

and interest costs; the cost of maintenance, which will not be a stable function of
construction costs for any one dwelling over its complete lifo; the recurrent costs
of services provided to the site which may be charged through some kind of property-

tax which cannot be avoided once the building is complete. Depending on the relation

ship between these different cost components, the total cost of the dwelling may be

established, and a fixed proportion of capital costs may be charged as the rent for
a given period. It has been suggested that 12|- per cent, of capital cost might be a
reasonable standard to take as an annual rent. If the construction cost can be reduced

to a monthly rent, and the proportion of income that is spent on rent, or housing, can

be expressed as some average level, then the cost and rent structure of the housing

stock will be a function of the level and distribution of income in the economy being

considered.

31. Housing subsidies are, in theory, a provision to fill a gap between effective

demand represented by people's ability and willingness to pay for accommodation, and

the costs of providing the type of accommodation which is deemed to fulfil certain

standards. The need for subsidies may be said to exist if the costs of providing

acceptable standards of accommodation get out of step with the available economic

resources that would freely be spent on housing, and/or if the distribution of income
in the economy is such that the higher income groups' standards of accommodation give

an upward pull on lower income groups' standards, necessitating some kind of income

redistribution through subsidies. Thus if the rent of the lowest cost type of accom

modation is higher than the expenditure patterns of the lowest income groups can

afford, then the rent paid by the tenants is effectively "topped-up" by a subsidy to

cover the full-cost. In the African context it will be clear that subsidies may be

implicit or explicit (i.e. hidden or open), and may in fact be used to distribute

income in any direction that policy requires, given sufficient means of operating them.

Thus a subsidy system would be very difficult to operate in a totally free market

system except through, for example, tax concessions to private landlords - the greater

the proportion of accommodation in the public sector the easier subsidies are likely

to be to operate. It should be stressed that subsidies constitute a part of current

consumption, a type of transfer payment, and may be the more difficult to justify where

a major policy aim is the achievement of high rate3 of saving and investment.

1/ For any given dwelling the latter would normally be higher than the former in money
~ terms because of inflation and the steadily rising standard of accommodation

particularly in the quality of facilities) over the life of a dwelling which may
last 25-5^) years or more, dependent on construction standards and eiiioxency 01
maintenance.
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35. In the private sector the sources of finance have beon sPiU into eight groups,-

a) commercial banks5
b) building societies;
c) insurance companies^
d) co-operatives and housing associations;

[e) eraployersi

1/ In many parts of Africa the extent to whiuh - dw-- i -
a loan will be limited by local land J ^ ^1* ° -"''y constlt^e
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(f) suppliers' credit?

(g) saving in kind;

(h) social security schemes, etc.

36. Commeroial banks are generally concerned with short-term or medium-term
of trade and commerce rather than in the long-term finance that construction
At least one commercial bank in Uganda was involved with the subsidiary 0f an p
company in which the hank advanced funds to the contractors during the building period
wheHL long-term finance was already assured. The insurance company took over the
financing in the long-term after the issuing of an occupation permit on satisfactory
completion of the dwelling. A bank established by the colonial government was
involved in the finance of residential construction in the ^f™ ^f^" %£
was the Uganda Credit and Savings Bank, and its annual report for 963/1964 shows that
at that time there were 184 loans outstanding to the total of Shs. 1,407,400 (.rate 01
interest charged 9 per cent per annum). However, in 1965 this source was elojrtiA-
it was transformed into the Uganda Commercial Bank, and began to operate on the same
basis as the other commercial banks with their headquarters outside Uganda.

37. The expatriate commercial banks therefore do not lend money for house construction
in the normal course of events. However, the practice of major banks is typical m
its loans to permanent local members of staff at subsidized rates of interest for
owner-occupier houses. Otherwise banks provide subsidized housing for expatriate and
senior local staff on similar terms to other employers.

38. There is one matter concerning the role of commercial banks which appears to be
assuming importance and which might have a real effect on the inflow of capital to
human settlements. The enforcement of exchange control regulations m Kenya for
™le? puts practically all foreign dealings in the hands of the Central Bank thus,
we^ind'that the level of deposits in commercial banks whether locally or foreign-
owned, is rising steadily year by year. Deposits in banks in Kenya in July 19"
totalled K£87 millions approximately and in July 1972 this total had risen to K£175
millions. In some cases the banks axe in fact turning away deposit money by stipulat
ing that accounts must be maintained at given figure otherwise it is not economical
fo? the Bank to have these accounts. There is also the question of the interest rate
structure whereby banks are paying 4 to 6 per cent interest to depositors but are
charging 10 to 14 per cent to borrowers. The going rate is 10^ per cent. If this
station had continued and the high level of deposits had been maintaxne even
allowing for normal withdrawals, then it appears that banks should have been able to
STe available funds for housing credit facilities because the ^l™f*°™°™\he
short and lending Ions is not the real situation. However, everybody knows that the
presLtinfSuofaryConditions have changed the situation in that central banks m
different countries have by various means drawn back into the bank a certain propor
tion ofthe money supply which was formerly available. Nevertheless, the armament
should stand since it is hoped that inflation can be contained.

39- The major commercial banks in African countries are still using the criteria and
phylosophy connected with import-export business. Clearly this cannot entirely be
eliminated, but since the main activities in African countries are connected with
agriculture and human settlements in the majority of oases, then the disposible monies
in these banks should proportionately he invested to a larger degree m these aotxvi-
ties. Even if the banks prefer to purchase locally registered stock, governments
should find a way to allowing of longer-term investment,in human settlements.
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40. Experience with building society or savings and loan finance in ex-British and

ex-French countries is one area where, differences arise. In general the building

societies in anglophone Africa have been relatively unsuccessful in providing a

source of finance for a large cross-section of the population. Those in East Africa

collapsed in 1961 "when a large proportion .-.f deposits held 'by nor.-Africans were with--

drawn. Rescue operations were put in band l^j the govoi*nrr:erta in collaboration with

the Commonwealth Development Corporation, and there has boen. more recent evolution in

the East African countries* . In.Tanzania the Housing Finance Company of Tanzania

Limited has been transformed into, a Housing Barjlc since 1972 snd in now wholly otmed

by.the Government .of Tanzania. In Kenya, there has been a combination of construction

operations and financing for disposal operations. This has been brought about "by a

close link up between she National ,Housing Corporation and the Housing- Finance Cowpar-.y

of Kenya Limited. In this .case, however, the Commonwealth Development Corporation

still has joint investment agreements with ths Government in the Housing Finance

Company. There io a drawback in that the operations ,of the Housing Finance Company

are now practically, confined to thosa persons who are wishing to purchase houses from

the national Housing Corporation and another housing scheme operated by the Common

wealth Development Corporation. Exact figures are not available but it would sec:n

that the chances of persons not taking part in these schemes, are slim when they apply

for mortgage leans. . .In Uganda the same type of operations had ooce a.bcut as in Kenya,

but up -co date information is-..not available,"-. ■'■ .,."''"" " ■" ' . "

41- Eutj .in Kanya for j::^.:.;;r.o? lac . situation reeax ding.the high level of deposits

described above might havs-lead 1-Q .the interest rate structuro of the Lui] ding

societies being adjusted downward. ' It is clear that the^rafce paxd to lendei-s in .th-'j

past was high in comparison with the commercial *banke and correspondingly the ra*co

of interest charged.to borrowers on.-mortgage loans^vas also high- The Government of

Kenya until 1974 had maintained a .structure of low interest rate xri comparison with •

other. countries, but.dus.to Iqcal .inflationary .trends and imported inflation, there

appears to be little alternative, tq saising,the rate of interest in present circum

stances .which have coon affecting greatly tHe ability of borrowers.to repay has ad xi

existing individual contracts.

42* In other parts of Africa buildir1.-? spo^pt-ier- have had'mixed fortunes* Thoy have

been most successful where thoy h^,ye not depended on a.n cxr^ati-iate cliGnt3lo? but on

indigenous savings. In principle, there.is nothing wrong with the idea of establish

ing building societies or■savings and.loan.associations in Africa- The problem

centres around management and the need to apply judgement taking into account African

conditions and needs. Those which have been established bare in :<."'J cases survived' '

teething troubles and are still carrying out a good service for the generality of the

public. One particular example- is the First. Ghan.v. Building Society which was regis

tered under the Law for Building!Societies in Ghana in 1955- This Society, although

in competition for market business with the State Insurance Corporation, has retained

its original name and han. progressively increased its asset.:. Another example of

continued existence, allowing for fliie.tuations? is the Imperial Savings and Home

Ownership Public Association (ISHOPA)' in Ethiopia,

43- Insurance companies are another type of institution which ^.vo leans for relatively

high cost housing development. In East.Africa the. societies involved in life insurance

and endowment policies generally invest, locally* However, local ^ompaniet, tend to be

more diverse in their investment than foreign companies. The various preiriumc on life

insurance in East Africa hrvp « + «adily increased sr.nco 1965, and there is a steady

figure of around 30 per. cent ox assets-invested in mortgage lop,us for housing and

other real estates. Not all of this was "by any means in residential property, but it
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gives some indication ©f the possible scope of this source of finance. Life insurance

and endowment policies are an important form of contract savings among East Africans,

and of three private companies operating in Uganda between 80 and 95 per cent of

business by value or number of policies were with Africans. Furthermore, the invest

ment by the Ghana State Corporation in mortgage loans for residential purposes is

considerable.

44. Some companies in the East African Sub-region have prefered lending on account of
rental accommodation because with the present high level of rents the repayment could

be more certain. Generally the rate of interest charged for mortgage loans by insurance

companies has always been higher than the conventional building society or savings and

loan association. Insurance companies are of course profit-making corporations and

this no doubt accounts for the high rates. The going rate charged by insurance

companies is likely to be between 12 to 14 per cent per annum on the flat rate system

for repayments. However, insurance companies represent a good and significant source

of mortgage finance in African countries, particularly in those countries where they

are now regulated locally and their profits and longer term premium monies must be

invested locally.

45. Co-operative housing societies and non-profit housing organizations. These are

promising areas of housing finance, if still largely underdeveloped. Trade Unions

have shown interest in worker housing co-operative societies, and in Uganda a separate

subsidiary company was formed for this purpose. The UN Inter-regional Seminar on

Housing through Co-operatives held in Denmark in September 1973 would seem to have had

a definite impact in African e«untriest

46. For its part, the UKECA is reviving «ffers *f technical assistance from inter

national organizations and non-government institutions. These bodies are expressing

interest to assist in those countries where governments are prepared to formulate

co-operative housing policy and programmes. The International Co-operative Housing

Development Association (Washington, USA) and the German Development Assistance

Association for Social Housing (DESWOS) are notable examples where assistance is being

combined with bilateral aid programmes. The secretariat at present is seeking to

enlarge the co-operative housing effort in Botswana, Ghana, Nigeria and Zambia. The

diminution in foreign cash aid and in the funds which governments can*put into public

housing programmes, probably make the establishment of co-operative housing societies

a real priority, supported by an intensive campaign to mobilize looal financial

resources in the countries.

47. Another source of finance in the private sector is through employer provision of
housing, or participation in schemes for the raising of capital funds. The problem^
with the former is that it increases the amount of initial capital which an industrial
investor has to raise, and therefore may lead to disincentives to investment. The^
second alternative of a type of tax or housing levy affects recurrent costs. Zambia,
for example, has a considerable amount of worker's housing provided on the copper
mines, which has made relatively low construction costs to be reached through economies
of scale. However, housing tied to employment has frequently been criticised on
grounds of labour immobility, and social effects of employer control over workers. A

levy on employers is, in many respects more attractive, and appears to have been quite
successful in some countries, e.g. Senegal. In a private employer context however a

levy per number of employees could have two effects, first that of encouraging more
capital intensive production techniques (also applies to employer housing provision)
and second raising the level of the tax incidence on employers.
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48. In the field of rural housing a considerable source of finance, in number of
advances if not the aggregate amount of capital involved, is that of suppliers' credit
locally* Thus it is frequently the case that the purchase price of corrugated iron
roofing, for example, includes an element of interest since payment will be made over

a period of several months. In a small survey in Uganda it was found that about half
of a group of owner-occupiers working in a town had obtained some kind of credit or
instalment payment on building materials. This is, of course, likely to be more
important where the builder has regular paid employment as well as cash income from

crops, since there is more likelihood of full repayment in this case. The major items

of expenditure on a house built in rural or peri-urban areas, other than the labour
element, lend themselves to this type of credit system when the type of construction
is a modification ^f traditional methods.- The types of materials involved are
corrugated iron (asbestos) sheeting, roof and wall poles, doors and windows, cement,
etc.

49* Perhaps the best documented scheme which attempted to use credit for these

supplies was the roof loans schemes in Ghana. Despite the apparent lack of a final

report on the scheme,-1-/ the idea of adapting housing loan institutions to the area
where most significant improvements in standards of housing can be made (i.e. low-

income groups in rural or peri-urban areas) deserves much closer attention than has
been the case in the past.

50. Two other types of "finance" are important here. They are personal accumulation
of savings and of building materials. The level cf personal savings is improving.

Few comprehensive income and expenditure surveys have been carried out in African
countries5 and so there is little information on savings behaviour, particularly in
rural areas. What is clear from observation is that rural "savings" in Africa have

two especial forms. The first is that of expenditure on consumer durables and capital
goods after the lump receipt of cash crop earnings. This is likely to be important

in the purchase of building materials, making the flow of business in theae commodi
ties distinctly uneven unless credit provision evens it out. Secondly, there is quite
substantial savings in "kind" in the form of stored building materials, and the build
ing of new^dwellings in stages as and when finance is available. The notable characteri
stic of this is that it is likely to make construction more expensive in real and
money terms through loss and waste of materials, and through successive hiring of new
labour and constant repreparing of the site for work. In this second case the problem
is sometimes apparently exacerbated by the setting of too high an original standard on
the part of the constructor, making completion even more difficult. Apart from this
"standard" problem, the availability of credit could make building quicker and less
costly.

51. In regard to personal, savings in cash, a phenomenon has occurred in 19 African
countries to date, and this number is expected to increase. This concerns the mush
rooming of the credit union movement which was first started in 1948 in the United

States of America. The credit urion movement has centred Headquarters under the name
of Africa Co-operative Savings and Credit Association (ACOSCA) in Nairobi, Kenya for
purposes of co-ordinating the movement in the 19 countries, securing technical assist
ance principally in the form of field workers and ancillaries such as transport, and
last but not least a training movement with established centres in Cameroon, Kenya,
Lesotho, and Zaire. This Association is recognized by the Government of Kenya as an
African International Institution and it enjoys the privileges and immunities which
are usually accorded to other international organizations.

1/ See E/CN.14/EOU/68.
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52. The Association is headed by a board of directors who are chosen from the national
federations in different countries. As of September 1974 the credit union movement
controlled approximately US^25 millions of which the major part is operating as a _
revolving fund in the different countries. The loans made by credit unions to their
membership are usually for agricultural purposes e.g. fertilizers and machinery, and
for housing improvements, particularly in rural areas.

53. The United Nations Capital Development Fund is negotiating to assist the f?
rrsntof Lesotho in establishing a co-operative housing society in Maseru. In addition,
the Capital Development Fund is negotiating to use the structure of the National
Federation of Credit Unions whereby seed capital will be provided and used for loans
to improve rural housing and facilities therefor. The link between the credit union
and ^-operative housing is obvious. In Thika, in Kenya, 75 dwellings have
been constructed,through co-operative methods and co-operative bank loans, by the
Credit Union formed among the employees of the Kenya Canners Limited which is grow-,

ing pineapples for local consumption and export.

54. Social security schemes including national provident funds and pension funds are
equallTl^portant as a source of finance for not only housing but in the whole scope
of human settlements. Investment of funds accumulated has of necessity to be of a .
long-term nature. Observations in African countries in the present time show that the
managers of these schemes are usually purchasing locally registered stock issued by
the governments- This method certainly places more local funds for government purposes
but there has been no study of allocations to human settlements once the funds have
been invested in this way according to fixed priorities. It is felt that this is _
another aspect of the conventional issue of communication between interested authori

ties which was explored in the Regional Meeting on Housing Administration in Africa
(English-speaking countries) held in Denmark in September 1972-1'

55. Post office savings banks can also make a fairly substantial contribution to
investment in human settlements. These banks have maintained a fairly consistent
level in their funds over recent years. Perhaps the best method for them to use in
investing in human settlements would be through housing credit institutions where an

attractive ra'ce uf interest is offered in present day conditions. An evolutionary

step has been taken, notably in Ghana, Swaziland, and Zambia, where post office
savings banks have been converted into savings and credit banks. Under this arrange

ment they undertake both borrowing and lending operations, whereas in the past they
have undertaken borrowing operations only. In the three cases mentioned the banks
have extended their mortgage lending for residential purposes and have entered into
the field of lending on commercial and industrial properties.

56. Apart from these sources of finance, and actions concerning them which are still
in an early stage, there are other more sophisticated approaches such as the sale of
mortgages, on a market created for this purpose; the insurance of mortgages; and

"the operations of secondary mortgage market.

57. In the slow evolution of investment as credit in human settlements in Africa, only
insurance of mortgages has any real appeal in African countries at the present time.
Where organised a scheme of Insurance of mortgages can produce a healthy revenue for
the mortgagee acting as a main agent for the insurance company whereby mortgages

T7E/W.H/HOU/93
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affected can be operated for insurance purposes on a group basis. These
would include the period of construction of any buildfngs and thereafter

It V ^ riS?S °f fipe' tempest' flood> i-Pwt, burst of water mSnToTsewers
1 ^T•1S+aiS°.the ^sonal aspect to the individual who has obtaLeTa loan Irom
any credit institution. This can include life insurance to ensure that Ms depe^den^s
are not saddled with a large debt in the event of his death, insure of tfT

(a) high standard - appropriate for diplomatic, higher exeautive
and senior civil servants level peoples

(b) medium standard - appropriate for middle income grouP3 such as
executive staff in private and public sectors;

ir^i^^rto

or incentive on the part of Lulovpi! rt / * ■ ? the Very low bargaining power
rate of return on this^e of'pro^rtfis li^l/f811^0-^ ^"^ °™ h°USeS- "he
per annum, thus giving a fairlv stroH i^ ll^ly to be m the region of 15 per cent
which has seen r^pid fxpanSon of Zlrt +, I P^Vate investoe^ 1" a sector
has come largely from the opening TTf i^ll"t^ Tt^^^ I*™' ^ demand
economic activity reflected in ^L diplomatic relations and the increase in

private and public sectors^ titfthe hi^ °t ^^f high leVel fflanp0Wer in b
a comparable return would be re^d ^othe^ 8fo^^ Yhe^ar'^whfcf^f

rli-1^? demand.f°^ medium standard housing has been stimulated by the relatively rapid
rates of economic development in the post-independence period, and in particular by

^VllTJ'Z ^TmeUt administr^io» ^ the expansion of the secondary and univer
sity level education becomes an influence. The problem has been made more serious in
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^certainty surrounding the periods preliminary and subsequent to the
of political independence. The political influence was especially strong where a
major part of the investment was carried out by expatriate minorities as in East Africa.

sits
%Z£d Inreetor. to find cplt.1 in .0- W to '""»' "J^f'i" JSi"i«.
rontln>. Honenr, the 11B» rent, m llkelj to In. had the eMoot of jmai renter.
ITi-oLrtiv. to Moo- ™«.«1.», e»o In thle ere. the eoqiueitio, of 1—
has been more difficult.

62. For these types of reasons, particularly the equity argument of income redistri
bution between tenants and landlords, the Kenya Government introduced measures <£?«*
control on residential properties. Legislation in February 1967 established a Hent
Tribunal, and rents were related to tteir level as at January 1st 1965- Tenants of
unfurled dwellings up to K£40 or furnished up to K£55, in the three main t?wns of
^nyT-ere able tonSpeal to tte Tribunal for a reduction in rent. This «""*«*•*
to cover lower and middle income groups. The major problems with this typ•<*£££
lation fall into two groups. First there are the administrative problems of enforcing
the Act, and secondly the repercussions on the behaviour of the market.

63. In an economy operating broadly under conditions of free enterprise, effectively
the only countries where rent control measures would be felt necessary, rent control
is likely to hide rather than eliminate market shortages. Thus the common methods of
using "key-money" ard/or two rent books (one for the landlord and one for the control
ling body) may be signs of a housing "black market". In situations where there is an

acute shortage of homing it may be in the interests of the Jp *° W^J^"
he needs to legally in order to retain his tenure. It is difficult to imagine that
in the peri-urban areas of African towns there is any satisfactory record of the rent
paid for a particular dwelling on a specific date in the past, even if a satisfactory
representative date can be set. In addition it is difficult to imagine rent control
measures being widely effective when administration is difficult to ensure inall
departments of government, and the level of literacy and sophistication of tenants in
theiSe of the administrative machine is likely to render them ineffective. The actual
effect of rent control is therefore likely to be extremely uneven, and in general
unsatisfactory in its equity between different sectors of the market.

64. The second area is that of repercussions on the market, particularly in the light
of the type of measures that the Kenya Government introduced. In general the econo
mist's view is that rent control in a "free enterprise" economy has the effect of
reducing the attractiveness of investment in housing in the longrun (new dwellings in
any year are always a small proportion of the existing stock). However, if the
incidence of rent control is different, either by design or administrative effect, in
the different sectors of the market, then those sectors where it is effective in
reducing rents will become relatively less attractive for investment than those where
it is not. In the Kenyan context, one would expect, a priori, that after the introduc
tion of rent control, investment in unfurnished accommodation let at over K£40 per
month would become relatively more attractive than that below K£40. If this is to be
avoided then very complicated regulations may be necessary, but it is clear that the
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more complicated th . regulations. .the more difficult administration may become. The

fact that housing is not a homogeneous commodity makes any analysis of the likely

effects of rent control difficult. It should be clear however that where rent control

is effective it will necessarily red, .ce the return to investment in new dwellings,

thus reducing the effect of the price mechanism, and thus possibly increasing pressure

on government to enter into housing investment on a-.greater scale itself.

Public' sector

65. Government involvement in development of human settlements generally and in
housing particularly, takes both direct and indirect forms. Where Government is
involved in the construction and administration it deals with both capital and recur
rent financial elements. However, Government may also be involved indirectly. One

indirect effect is through the control of the economy, including the overall level
of economic activity, the ease of obtaining credit, and. the level of interest rates.
Government regulations and statutes will include stipulations on structural standards,
health provisions and town planning procedures. In addition there may be taxes on
materials and/or property taxes which indirectly affect construction and running costs.
So if, for ezamples land is available in towns with a high initial premium, high
stipulation of the minimum standards and total value of development, then the total
capital sum to be financed is likely to be prohibitive for all but the higher income
groups..

66, ' For the purposes oi the African Regional Preparatory Conference on Human Settle
ments scheduled for Cairo, from 19-26 June 1975, and for HABITAT: UN Conference on .
Human Settlements scheduled for Vancouver, Canada, from 31 May to 11 June T9?6, it is
in the public sector that fundamental issues are found affecting human settlements,"
and these are, in some cases, of a controversial nature. If it is the intention thaf
these issues be raised for consideration at these conferences then the following nust
be included in this documentation,

(a) the need for reorganization and rationalization in the construction
industry particularly as it affects economic and social planning, and
institutional machinery established.to carry.out the government policy1
and progranmess

(b) the need to review procedures for using capital generally and in
accounting for capital invested in human settlements.

6I\uC0SP^ehensive Plannin? of the construction industry should include consideration
01 the following faotrrs.J/

68. The complex and interrelated problems of the construction industry and in parti
cular those that are rained by a fast growth of industry within the prospects of "
accelerated economic development cannot effectively be tackled in isolation. Policy
considerations must encompass the who.e range of factors influencing the construction
industry and chart out the best co-ordinated path. The problem of the construction
industry is not only defined by fac-.-rs affecting material and labour inputs and the
organization of the contracting business, but by other equally important factors.
Continuity of construction programmes, technical, administrative and supervisory
machinery for planning and executing projects, research and documentation facilities,
bye-laws and standards are soibp -f the factors whJch the considerations of policies
must include. ■ ■ .

Heview
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69. The elaboration of a comprehensive construction policy should be based on clearly

defined economic and social objectives and alternatives. Governments might decide on

using the construction industry to fight under-employment and unemployment. For this

purpose, construction methods will need to be made labour-intensive, and at the same

time measures will have to be undertaken to ensure that the method would not prove

wasteful in the use of scarce resources, especially of investment funds. It would be

appreciated that the case for labour-intensive public works is strong in that in

addition to creating employment opportunities on a large scale, it also would secure

savings in foreign exchange which would otherwise have been spent on the acquisition

of expensive capital goods on which modern civil engineering and public works have

come to depend heavily. Moreover, the problems of maintaining such equipment and the

need to create continuous work to justify its depreciation would be avoided. Manual

labour has operational advantages for small and scattered projects because of its

great flexibility. In these cases it is bound to be more effective, often more

economical and sometimes the only feasible method.

70. Labour-intensive methods have their disadvantages, especially when the project is

large. The rate of output is low ajid the method can rarely attain the high rates of

output possible with machinery, even if it can compete in terms of cost. The deploy

ment of the labour force raises serious problems of organization. Important invest

ments of a non-productive character such as workers' temporary housing, health facili

ties and welfare amenities might be required. Finally, it should be noted that

machinery is irreplaceable in certain types of work such as breaking up of hard

materials, lifting of materials through great heights, excavation under water, etc.

71- These arguments stress the point that it is not possible to be definitive ^a

priori as to the choice of methods. The choice has furthermore to take into considera

tion the ultimate objective of increasing labour productivity. In the limited context

of public works, productivity can only be increased by increasing output per unit of

time through the use of up-to-date production techniques. But this principle evidently

runs counter to the objectives of labour-intensive methods, and moreover it assumes

that a transformation of the economic and social structure has taken place, and

consequently also of employment.

72. Yet in developing countries the stress is laid on the problems of unemployment

and under-employment. The question of productivity in public works must be examined

within the wider framework of economic and social development, and not only from the

point of view of immediate returns. Confronted with the dual objectives of promoting

employment on one side and increasing productivity on the other, and convinced that

both are vital to development needs, developing countries must aim at reconciling

these apparently conflicting objectives. The prospects for increased productivity of

labour-intensive methods are, in the face of the prevailing low-level of productivity,

considerable. The objective of improving productivity could be partly satisfied

through actions that would eliminate prevailing wastage of resources from badly

organized work, badly organized sites, and a poorly utilized labour force. In the

short-run, therefore, there need not exist a clash of objectives; and in the long-run

it could be envisaged that the desired transformation of economic and social struct

tures and, inter-alia, employment opportunities would have taken place.

73. The industrialization of building is bound to attract the increasing attention of

gorernment policy matters. The magnitude of estimated demand is of such an order that

vast expansions of the capacity of the construction industry would have to be realized

to cope with it. Further, it has been seen that the expansion of the supply factors
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is a time consuming process, since it involves the major development of the building

materials industry, the training of skilled manpower, the reorganization of the

contracting business, and the development of planning and research facilities. Under

these circumstances, the demand pressure would very likely give rise to an infla

tionary tendency.

74* The need to economize on limited supply of.resources and the desire to reduce

construction costs, on the one hand, and the assurance of a sustained housing and

building programme, on the other, might convince governments to start industrializa

tion of building at least on a limited scale. Industrialization of building in the

sense of mass production of prefabricated elements would in all probability prove the

only means of coping with the estimated construction needs in the eighties. But the

change to full-scale building industrialization must be planned within the framework

of general economic development.

75- These then are some of the arguments for centralizing the planning of the

construction industry. Neither the technical problems, nor the economic choices, nor

the social objectives should be treated in isolation. A sound and dynamic policy for

the construction industry can only emerge from a complete and profound study of every

factor and its relevance to the overall objective. The present structure of govern

ment departments dealing with construction (public works ministries, housing

ministries, etc.) reflecting as they do the pattern of industrialized countries, falls

short of satisfying the short and long—term needs that arise out of rapid economic

growth. A major reorganization of existing government departments or, alternatively,

a new centralized agency is felt to be timely and justifiable. Such a department

charged with the overall and specific problems of the construction industry could be

instrumental to a dynamic and balanced growth of this important economic sector. As

it would be knowledgeable of all aspects of the construction industry, the centralized

national agency would not only facilitate international co-operation but also make it

effective in such important areas as exchange of know-how, applied research, and

skilled manpower. In this way, the elaboration of short and long-terra plans and

policies would be facilitated and follow-up actions.

76. It is through far-sighted comprehensive planning and co-ordinated attack on all
the problems influencing the construction industry that the central objectives of (a)

reducing construction costs and increasing the performance of the industry and

(b) maximizing the contribution nf the construction industry to overall economic and
social progress, could be achieved.

1/
77* The proceedings of the Regional Meeting on Administration in Housing in Africa-'

revealed a lack of communication between officials directly responsible for human

settlements affairs and those officials responsible for economic and social planning

and financial affairs- The tenor of the discussions at this meeting amounted to

complaint by those officialb directly responsible for human settlements affairs. In

the majority of cases they stated they took no part in the drafting of the chapter of

the national development plan dealing with human settlements, and they were not in the

majority of cases consulted r.bout the allocation of resources of the gross national

product. It appears that this is an issue of a controversial nature which wiJl have

to be ventilated in a constructive way during the HABITAT: U& Conference on Human

Settlements.

1/ E/CN.14/HOU/93
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? +.°f °aPital ^d acco^^ Procedures mentioned above,
from the practice that was common in former colonial territo-

l0°al author"y Gilding has oome from private

Broadly, subsidies may be said to have four types of effects:

ourrent Government

till ^"V^ oon^">Ption patterns in relation to housing expendi-
IZ L \ ^V*n °nly °" rental accommodation would tend to decrease
the incentive to owner-occupation, e

°f ,th!,housi"S stock in terms of construction cost will,

c^T rom the lfree marketl system a
fo^ \y ayatem may lead to a change in peoples-
to their housing, so that subsidies cease to be an expedientg, so that subsidies cease to be an expedien

thus^twV^*3' tat are taken f°r ^^^ ^ the -ctpients !thus other types of lncOme redistribution policies may be preferable.



82. Prom the foregoing it will be seen tnat in the field of housing finance both the

public and the private sectors are inextricably linked. This is more so in the

developing countries of Africa because governments have had to take the initiative

and have often been concerned in "purn^ priming" operations, with considerable capital

investment in both statutory executing agencies and local government authorities.

83. EGA secretariat believes that particular regard should he taken to the efficient

use of government funds invested in housing and urban development so that the maximum

development can be accomplished with the resources available. We have already formed

the conclusion that the bulk of housing f^r rental purposes will be in the private

sector £■© we are recommending that Government and Local Government Authority activi

ties should be directed primarily to those people who wish to become owner-occupiers

for the following reasons: A preliminary analysis of the operations of house-build

ing agencies shows that operating expenses are out of proportion to the number of .

houses built. Loans made available by Governments cannot be serviced by these agencies

because of the diminishing revenue caused by inflated operating costs particularly

in management work. Money is tied .up for long periods, 30-40 years, in rented housing

and for hire-purchase housing, and the Governments are being plagued tn provide mor*

loan capital to begin the same process all over again. African Governments cannot

afford this process unless efficient use of the funds provided is established and

maintained from the outset. It is considered that house-building agencies should

rather develop more land.which can be made available to persons willing to build their

own houses with loans provided through adequate housing credit facilities..

84. Casting a shadow over all the issues depicted in the foregoing programmes, in

both the private and public sectors is inflation. Inflation hits African economies

in two waysr first, there is the inflationary tendency on a national basis and,

second, there is imported inflation caused by the wage-price spiral in the indus

trialized countries with which they have trading arrangements. World-wide inflation

and unsettled financial conditions affect developing countries in a variety of ways.

Developing countries are slow to feel the full impact of inflation but are.among the

last to attempt to control it. The general adjustment to inflation in industrialized

countries produces a fall in demand which reduces their imports from the developing

countries. In shorty prices for primary commodities fall and prices for manufactured

products rise, e.g. iron ore and steel.1/ Nearer to the people themselves insofar as
it affects human settlements is the same situation in regard to food, energy, and

building materials (of which steel is important). The import element of building

materials was stated in 1973 to be of the value of US$600 millions in the African

continent. No doubt this figure has increased widely since that time because of the

conditions described above. Here is a classic case for import substitution to get

reduction, but only in cement and cement—based products has there been any wide—rang

ing change,

85. Despite the fundamental issues raised in the preceding paragraphs related to

organizational and financial matters in the public sectrr, some considerable progress

has been made in regard to establishing and improving financial institutions- The

secretariat of SCA has over the past/years been carrying out a programme of technical

assistance activities in this field=4 The efforts of the secretariat have had a

multiplier effect in that support has been secured from bilateral and multilateral

1/UNCTAD Document T£/b/C.1/142 of 21 October 1974-
2/ General Assembly Document No. A/9575? 24 April 1974-
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agencies and non-governmental organizations. The secretariat has encouraged special

research and discussion on the promotion of savings and loan associations, credit

unions and otiier institutions for the mobilization of domestic savings* It estab

lished a special ECA Task Force on Financing of Housing, Building and Physical Plan

ning which produced a report^/ containing recommendationa on various aspects of
policies and programmes, financing, land use, training and research, and suggestions

for the formulation of new projects and proposals. Special emphasis was given to the

importance of establishing national housing "banks and housing finance institutions,

and mobilizing local savings in African countries for investment in human settlements*

B6, A significant aspoct. of the ECA experience is that exoellent working relation

ships have been establishbd with a number of bilateral aid agencies and with non

governmental organisations resulting in the expansion and encouragement of training

and research opportunities f^r Africans in the field of finanoing for human settle

ments. As a result, the flow of external assistance for this sector to different

.African countries has been generally facilitated.

87. The work has considerably accelerated the recognition in many African countries

of the importance %f policies and financing for human settlements, and the establish

ment of appropriate institutions to deal with these matters. The establishment of

housing banks and Funds has taken place in 15 African countries, the latest of which

has been ths Housing Bank in Tunisia which opened its doors for business in mid 1974-

These institutions in the different countries do not always carry the title of

"Housing Bank" but their operations are the same* Towards a rationalization of

financing for human settlements, thu Government of Ghana established the Ghana

Construction Bank which finances and evaluates projects for infrastructure, housing

and community facilities, A step on the organizational side has been taken in the

Libyan Arab Republic whore specialists in all the fields of competence in planning and

construction activities have been located in the Ministry of Housing and Public

Utilities for some time past.

88= The financing of human settlements development has been facilitated in Kenya,

Libyan Arab Republicr Tanzania and Zambia by measures taken to encourage develop

ment wi'vhin urban areas of unused and undeveloped land against penalty of compulsory

appropriation of land. IChie comment is made solely in connection with facilitating

the financing '.f human settlements, the details of land use policies and control

measures are included in a separate document being made available to the African

Regional Prei>arac"ry Conference,

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR FINANCING HITMAN SETTLEMENTS

89. There are also fundamental issues connected with international assistance for

financing human settlements. These occur both in international assistance itself and

in bilateral aid programmes, and in the process whereby so called "private investment"

is sometimes introduced into human settlements affairs.

90. While the contributions of foreign private investment are recognized, problems

arise when it functions as an enclave^ unrelated to local economic planning and thus

failing to perform several of its basic functions. This is because it has generally

1/ See E/C5.14/H0U/99
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been channeled through large—scale enterprises, the home offices of which provido them

with international financing and connect them to sources of technology, including

plant and maohinery. The shares of such enterprises are not traded on any local

market thereby weakening the incentives for domestic savings, and having a bad effect

on any development of a capital market. Professionals in the countries where opera

tions are being carried out are frequently discouraged by their lack of participation

in management positions. Even more serious is the problem created by the failure of

foreign enterprises to promote the local processing and manufacture of products. This

type of investment is often made in relatively more developed countries in creating

large industries to meet both domestic and export demands. African countries faoed

with this situation and with a public opinion which increasingly calls for national

control of major economic decisions, have taken steps through state enterprises in

the production of goods and services important to the national development plan for

human settlements.

91. The amount of funds expended by international and bilateral donors in the field

of housing, building and planning has been regularly reported in the proceedings of

the United Nations Committee on Housing, Aiilding and Planning the last meeting of
which took place in Genexa in October 1973. The details normally include the

assistance being provided through the IBRD (IDA) for a system for site and services

schemes in different countries, These include Botswana, Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania,

and; Zambia "in Africa either at "bhe preparatory or operational stage.

f92. It is not intended in this paper to go into the sums involved since it is expect

to show the issues involved in human settlements affairs. It is common knowledge* that

priorities set by governments have not placed human settlements high on the list. The

issue involved is the debt service burden being carried by many African countries,

which means that anywhere between 5 per cent and 30 per cent of their export earnings

have to be used to service debts which already encumber their economies. It would seem

that the time is noj far off when there must be a re-appraisal of this position whether

this is in the form of rescheduling or writeoff by common consent. The attention of

governments must be drawn to the valuable documentation on this topic prepared and

published by the UNCTAD Secretariat in their series under the symbol TD/b/C.3/aC.8

which covers both the debt position and debt servicingl/.

93. These comments lead us to consider the position regarding the establishment of
an International Habitat and Human Settlements Foundation which was considered by the
United Nations General Assembly at its Twentyninth Session in 1974- It is understood

that this Foundation will be further considered by the Governing Council of the

United Nations Environment Programme at its meeting in Nairobi, Kenya during April
1975> and again at the Thirtyth Session of the General Assembly in 1975- It is

expected that a plan of operations will be presented to the Governing Council of

United Nations Environment Programme in April 1975 and that one of the main objectives
of the Foundation will be to assist in establishing financial institutions in develop
ing countries on a global basis, and to provide expertise towards such an establishment.

With the World Bank system for assistance in site and services schemes, the renewed
emphasis on hcmsing through co-operative housing societies and non-profit organiza

tions, and the trend towards centralized arrangements for evaluating and financing

projects in infrastructure, etc., this Foundation has a unique role to play in human
settlements affairs in co-operation with the World Bank and the regional development
banks.

1/ In particular, the external debt experience of developing countries! economic
developments following multilateral debt renegotiations in selected developing
countries (TI)/B/C.3/AC\8/9), 19 November 1974-
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94. Having commented on the different sources of funds for investment in human settle
ments and some of the organizational arrangements involved at the higher levels, it
is thought necessary in the following paragraphs to go into a little more detail about
the actual use of funds in the mortgage market. This may be valuable to governments
when formulating policies and programmes for/human settlements and may indicate
necessary changes in existing arrangements.-w

SOME -ASPECTS OP THE HOUSING MORTGAGE MARK2T IN AJ^ICAI? COUNTRIES

Considering the vast number of problems which could be fitted
Mkt" it ld b fl t t out what this section^Mortea^e Market", it would be useful to set out what this section intends to cover.

First? the aim is to characterize the mortgage market, as xt °Perates ^^ican An +n
countries and to make some qualitative statements. Secondly, the main-obJeotiye is to
suggest ways and means by which the mortgage Market would be better able to serve its
purpose, which is to provide more and better houses.

96. It should also be made clear from the beginning that if the purpose of the
mortgage market is to provide more and better houses, it may well be necessary to
introduce unorthodox ways and means in order to achieve this goal. In faot, the
extent to which we are prepared to adopt unconventional thinking is a measure of the
importance and seriousness we attach to this goal. Only where it is relevant on what
potentials the mortgage market holds for future development will there be references

to history or particular national characteristics.

Conceptual framework and context

97. By definition MORTGAGE means security, and in this way it is most often thought
of as security for a loin to build a house, where the property becomes the security.
Thus the mortgage market is a market for which loans with its corresponding securities,
and as such it becomes an integral part of the larger market for securities and there

fore highly influenced by it.

98. As the prices of property directly relate to the value of the security, the

property market will also influence the movements of the mortgage market.

99. The fact that what follows is dealing specifically with the mortgage market in
an African context does not mean that it is different in principle from other mortgage
markets. It does mean however, that certain aspects of its future development may
not necessarily follow those of the same markets in Europe and United States, because
in Africa we are dealing with conditions somewhat different from the more sophisticated
financial markets, and because there may be certain mistakes developing countries may
avoid by studying the systems of mortgage financing as they have developed elsewhere.

100. Apart from the definition of the mortgage market given above, other expressions
which are used ambiguously even among professional should be defined as they are used

in this section.

101. Low-cost housing means housing (family) units costing US$1,500 or less inclusive
of technical services but exclusive of the price of land. Low-income groups means

family units making between $50 and £150 per month. Those making &50 and below per
month are referred to as very low or lower low income groups. A subsidy means anything
which makes the official price of a commodity (dwelling unit) less than the free
market price. An economio rent is used here as it is oommonly - and wrongly - used
as the rent which equals the amortization payments plus maintenance cost and not
including the so called "opportunity cost" which the same term does include as used in

economic textbooks.

E/CN.14/H0U/«9
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THE PUBLIC SECTOR AS A MORTGAGE HOLDER

Government Housing Sohemea

102« The public sector deserves mention in a section on the Mortgage Market, to the

extent it finances houses for private occupancy - even if the occupants are civil

servants - and even though these houses may actually be constructed by the public

sector and no formal mortgage registered. In cases where the occupier is eventually

to own the house an arrangement known in the English terminology as "tenant-purchase

agreement" is drawn up. For practical purposes this arrangement functions similar to

a regular mortgage loan, with the exception that the occupier does not receive his

title deed until the purchase price has been paid in full. As opposed to houses and

flats for rental the tenant-purchase arrangement is becoming more popular in many

parts of Africa, because on the one hand it satisfies a growing demand for home-owner

ship, and on the other hand it relieves the public authority for continued maintenance

responsibility at a time when this becomes a real economic burden.

103- The tenant-purchase agreement has an added advantage namely that the relatively

high coat of registering the title deed on a low-cost house is postponed till tiu» end

of the payment period, so that it does not coincide with the down payment at the start

of the agreement where also cost of furnishings fall due.

104- It is beyond this section to discuss the issue of Government's responsibility or

otherwise to house civil servants, but in terms of money and number of hoiTsing units

this becomes a contribution to the housing market, which cannot be ignored. Suffice

it to say that this carry-over from colonial times enjoys obvious support fr«m civil

servants, most of whom are in the better half of the income distribution and as such

among those who are in a position to contribute to a House of their own provided a

mortgage arrangement was available to them and provided their net remuneration was not

reduced,

105. In some countries home-ownership among civil servants has been recognized as

desirable and included in the practical implementation of the development plan f*r

housing. The down-payment is reduced to 5 to 10 per cent and a housing allowance is

paid in lieu of a house allocation. In such cases Government itself can be the mortgage

holder or it can refer the individual to a financial institution to which the Govern

ment has given an undertaking to guarantee the loan.

Load Council Housing Schemes

106. Because it is recognized that housing is partly a public responsibility, the

housing plan for most countries in Africa includes the actual construction of houses

for the lower income groups. This can either be centrally organized by Government

directly, or it can be left to local authorities, which then receive funds and

technical assistance for this particular purpose from the central Government.

107. The typical council-built houses or flats are for rental and as such aimed at the

low, but not the very low, income groups. This is so because the authority in allocat

ing these dwellings to only a fraction of the many applicants, is anxious that the

rent will be paid - even if only an economic rent is charged. Thus they usually apply

the rule of thumb of the 25 per cent of income for "lodging" and will exclude initially

all those with an income less than four times the rent. Because of being low-cost

units and, perhaps more so, because of the rental basis of occupancy, the council

houses soon require considerably more maintenance than envisaged. Apart from this it
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is the rule rather than the exception that these units are sublet in total op in part,
because such is the shortage of decent housing. This is not allowed, but virtually

impossible to prevent.

108. Fortunately, the tenant-purchase agreement referred to earlier is finding its

way into Local Council Housing as well.

109. At this point it ought to be suggested, that even though this is a very encourag

ing step it is still not as beneficial to the occupier - and say to the local council
and the country as such - as a regular mortgage arrangement would be. Granted there
are the advantages mentioned earlier, but the legal fees, tax and other charges could
certainly be either included in the loan to be obtained or waived in order to obtain
the liberty to actually own, and thus alter or even sell the house. The latter
privilege is important from a capital mobilisation point of view in that a person
should always be allowed to liquidate fixed assets in order to use them for something
else of a higher preference. The local as well as the central authorities, if *»ey
were the mortgage holder, would be in a position to set not only the percentage of the
purchase price they would offer for loan, but they could also decide on an individual
basis the monthly payments to be made. For instance the 25 per cent of income. At
a given rate of interest it would only mean a shorter or longer repayment period.-"
This point should be emphasized because it shifts the subsidy in public housing from
the housing unit to the individual. The advantages of this shift should be obvious
as to social justice and mobility of families, who in the past were "tied- to a
subsidised house, because they could not afford to move.

THE PRIVATE SECTOR MORTGAGE MARKET

Characteristics of the private hrusing seotor

110. In view of the relatively large part the public seotor plays in the provision of
houses, it is tempting to ask whether this is intentional or accidental. Thero sterns
to be no intention of forcing the private sector out of housing - in fact it is the
general policy in West Africa to encourage the private sector to build more. J*ut as
long as the private sector is not able to cope with the growing demand for housing,
the public seotor must do its part in the interest of sooial development and political

stability.

111. This explanation raises the question of why the private sector does not meet a
greater part of demand, and if the public sector, rather than build its own houses _
could more effectively use its resources to encourage private enterprise to produce

more, better and cheaper houses. The fact of the matter is that the private sector
does meet the demand, namely by housing those with a strong enough need (effective
demand) in overcrowded conditions in existing houses or by adding to the socalled
uncontrolled settlements or 'shanty towns1. This is not an acceptable solution.
Despite the dislike for this kind of development, indeed, in spite of the efforts and

1/ Should the individual be able to increase his monthly payments, and wish to do so,
he will of course be given the- corresponding rebate in the interest element.

(Example from Sudan).
Research on the "Preference of alternative repayment arrangements of present ana

potential mortgage borrowers" shows an inverse linear correlation between income

and length of repayment period.
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money spent to prevent and destroy these settlements they keep growing at a rate,
which must impress any developer be he-private or public. Why cannot this display of
capital, entrepreneurs*!!? and skill be channelled into something bigger, better and
cheaper (for the occupier)? The answer is that it can.

Mortgage market characteristics

112. Unfortunately the tradition of investors in Africa has been that of making quick

SgL ^Sth ?aUiS,e T?rtainty Waa the °nly 9ae thin^ Ihi8 attitude has shown
i I?, W \,lel\Of fina^cing of fusing, i.e. the mortgage market. It is
mLtft ^ S Elding Societies and Insurance Companies concerning themselves
mortgage loans were very conservative in their lending policies. Conditions*

Substantial houses, preferably a European owner, a 60 per cent of valuation loaT
and 10 years to repay. This would obviously not solve the housing problem for the
majority of people. Later on, especially after independence, new societies an7
institutions came into being, which have a somewhat different outlook. These were
institutions based either on a co-operative principle as the building societies, or

firg! l6nding instituti°ns which were t0 concentrate of me£™ Zk low-

! lDetween the two is 1*at in the case of the former, there
tO Sa^egU^d the f^ds (^posits and shares) of the'

ti h
tlllL * tO Sa^egU^d the f^ds (^posits and shares) of themembers^whereas
the government sponsored institutions have only their budgets to consider, though it
is the ambition -i any manager to show that his organization is gaining, not losing.

114. roans for i-^cost housing have always been considered to be administratively more

th. ?„

Mortgage market deficiencies

117. One would tend to think of a Mortgage market as an official trading centre, a
bourse or clearing house where mortgage holders (lenders) would meet with buyers and
sell their securities to interested investors, so that they may raise more money for
additional loans (mortgages).
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118. This is not how the mortgage market functions in Africa, and perhaps this is one
of the major deficiencies. In other words, the institutions which lend cannot gene
rate additional capital on the strength of their securities. In the Scandinavian
countries, private investors will buy "first class"*/ mortgages as a long term invest
ment with a high yield, because they now obtain the same interest rate as the insti
tutions was charging, which is most likely 2-3 per cent higher than the highest
deposit rate of the same institution. Insurance companies are perhaps the major
buyer in these markets, which makes some sense in that they are not really s«t-up as
a financial mortgage institution but to do insurance business. Still they have a
capacity and interest in making safe, high yielding long term investment.

119. It is also a deficiency that the institutions which lend to the production ft
houses do not often enjoy the same privilege as those institutions lending for the
production of e.g. furniture, not to mention agricultural products of a great variety.
The banks have access to a Central Bank as "the lender of last resort" or "the bankers
bank1' where they rediscount their bills and crop advances. Why not the mortgage
institutions? One ready answer would be that mortgages are long terra, bills are
shorts So this is not traditional business. This argument may hold
for private commercial banks, but it does not hold for a Central Bank, whieh,
fortunately, in most countries is a close relative of the Ministry of Finance or the
Government as such. It could well be said that as long as the Central Bank is not
actively influencing this important flow of funds which housing finance represents,
it is operating without one of its major policy instruments.

Subsidiary Mortgage Markets

120. By a subsidiary market we mean second, third etc. charges on land as opposed to
the first charge. It may be considered a deficiency in the mortgage market that a
market for a second charge against the security is not officially institutionalized,
buch a market does exist, but it is extremely difficult to get any information about
its magnitude. The way it normally functions is either as a loan from the former to
the new owner of the property changing hands (or from the contractor to the builder
in the case of new construction), or it is the simple advance from a money-lender to
the property owner. In this latter case the loans are usually not more than 20 per
cent of the value (a first charge normally being 60 per cent) and the interest is 10
per cent added on to the advance from the start (giving a real interest of about 16
per cent when the loan is to be repaid in five years).

121. Legally the second charge does not enjoy the same kind of protection as the first,
i.e. the granting of subsequent charge and the potential repossessing of the property
can only be done with the consent of the first mortgage holder. This is an awkward
system, which cught to be changed. In the most developed countries the first mortgage
holder does not have to consent to the extending of a second and subsequent charges
and leaves the right to repossess the property to any mortgagee who can prove default
on the part of the mortgagor, of course, with the repossessor now being fully obligated
to all other mortgage holders. If several mortgagees should experience defaults at the
same time - which is often the case - then the right to repossess and/or sell by auction
lies with the holder of the highest charge - again with the obligation vis-a-vis the
lower charges. This system has worked well for a long time in the Scandinavian
countries and has created a mortgage market consisting of both 1st, 2nd, and 3rd and
4th charges which enjoy the confidence of even the most conservative investors.

1/ "first class"'usually means a mortgage loan which has been reduced (by repayment)
to less than 50 per cent of present valuation. Similarly there are 2nd and 3rd
class mortgages with smaller differentials.
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122. It is unlikely, of course, that the property will be charged with more than 100
per cent loans, and there is no contradiction in letting one and the same institution
do all the lending on one charge.

123. The interest of the first mortgage-holder in subsequent charges is obvious. His
mortgagor will be better off financially than before. The result has been a boom in
housing and a very high degree of house-ownership. Needless to say that capital
appreciation rather than depreciation <m housing has been the rule.

The Non-Mortgage Housing Market

124. Mention should be made about that part of the private market, which is the
largest in terms of numbers, but not necessarily in value, namely the houses built
entirely by privately financed operations whether by self-help or by contractor
finance. It is estimated that in Kenya, 7,500 units have been built yearly in this
category. These figures refer to the urban areas.

125. It is generally agreed that the standard of the above mentioned 7,500 houses
leaves much to be desired - many are decidedly sub-standard. It is also a fact that
none of the owners of these low-cost houses appear on the official mortgage market for
the simple reason that there is no one catering to this market. If This does not
mean that all these units are built entirely by self-help. It is very common to find
entrepreneurs-(individuals or companies) putting up a series of units for rental
purposes. The return is staggering: 50 per cent and upwards! At such returns it is
not difficul-t to raise money even in the private market and this explains the boom in
sub-standard housing, which has taken place mostly in and around the large cities,
referred to earlier as shanty towns. To prevent this development by destruction of
houses can only add to the shortage thereby pushing prices of accommodation even
higher, apart from the "developers" need to regain his investment that much sooner
due to the increased risk.

126. Indignation has been displayed over the high returns but the methods employed
to eliminate the "exploiters" have produced the exact opposite results of what was
intended,

127- The alternative is to make enough permanent land available for these lowest
income groups. It is important to provide them with small loans (say US$150.- per
unit in kind rather than cash) in order to improve their standards. The terms of such
loans could be well above the normal terms, and the recipients would still be vastly
better off. The only way to lower prices and eliminate the exploiters is by increas
ing the supply of houses relative to the demand.

PROSPECTS FOR THE HOUSING AND MORTGAGE MARKETS IN AFRICA

Incentives - technical and financial

128. Going back again to the essence of the matter. What we are concerned with is
demand and supply of housing. The scarcity of supply relative to the demand is our

y Secretariat notes it has already been recommended to the Government of Kenya that
there is room for a separate housing credit institution to cater for people in the

iHn^r^^0^3' aild f°r °ther Similar organizations to orient their operations
%o include these persons.
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labour intensive and usually with a high import content.

15>9 It is financing which is generally put forward as the major constraint. Some

cies in the mortgage market.

up the'rents anl pricfs. What is needed are incentives, ^/^^^ustTs
both in terms of cash and self-help efforts for new houses, and, which i just as
important, incentives in terms of serviced sites for these houses^ There is a direct

.

same amount of public money spent.

the houses will be built is certain provided the requirements as to standards
time are liberal, i.e. will allow minimum standards and at least two years

S£ c^mSce with these. Further incentives would be to make materials, type plans
and technical assistance available on the site.

132. If site-and-service schemes are only allocated to the very poor they may
appear as borrowers on the mortgage market, but this may also hold *^o^a£"
were allocated to the "not so poor". Those are the persons who would normally

considered for council houses.

133. They too are able to raise money privately as long as it is for s^ asset,
which not only gives shelter for oneself and for paying lodgers, but also tends to
IppreciateTatheV than depreciate in value. The same argument would hold true, even
more so, the better off people were financially.

1/ A planned lay-out with serviceable sites may in many cases suffice initially but
" it is naturally a public responsibility just the same.

2/ This proportion emanates clearly from a survey of site-and-service schemes recently
carried out by the Housing Research Unit, University of Nairobi.
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134. For all groups of income it would naturally be an advantage if mortgage loans
were available. For the higher income groups they are. But for the person earning

30 dollars a month and who has a serviced plot on which he wants to erect a house
costing 1000 dollars, there are no loan possibilities, only friends and the money

lender. He may well be a saver with one of the banks or building societies with a
balance of the order of 100 dollars, but still they would not consider him for a

mortgage. If this same man had a fair chance of obtaining a mortgage loan of say 80

per cent of the value of his proposed house from those same institutions, then this

would undoubtedly be incentive enough for him to save twice as much, before he applied
for his loan.

135«_This incentive opens up some perspectives for increased savings. If the private
institutions say these loans are too risky and administratively expensive as long as

there is other business to be hads then there are two alternatives. Either the public
sector creates an institution to cater for these loans, and for these savings, or

else the existing institutions reorient themselves and take up this challenge. This

reorientation could be helped along with moral and tangible support from the public

sector. Moral support in the sense that they are permitted to- charge higher interest

rates for these loans. Tangible, not financial, support in that they receive Govern
ment funds on deposit for this' particular purpose or even a Government guarantee, the

cost of which may or may not be charged to the individual loans,

136. Other incentives would.be to grant better loan terms for new than for existing
houses. Likewise to give better terms for owner-occupation than for rental purposes.
Tax incentives have often been advocated in this connexion.

137- This is a delicate policy instrument. If for instance, tax reductions are
obtained by a rapid depreciation of the property value, then there is a tendency to

build houses more expensive than necessary. In fact any tax incentives which increases
the demand for houses without increasing the funds available for housing is defying
the- purpose. Two examples of tax incentives, which support the purpose could be the
following:-

1. 10 year tax holiday on the notional rent of owner-occupied houses which are
being constructed after today (opt.: at a cost of and less).

2. A surtax imposed on all undeveloped land with easy access to water
and sewer mains.

New trends and new institutions

138. If new trends are to be suggested for the increase of the supply of houses it
would be towards an acceptance of smaller individual loans with the corresponding

higher cost. Incentives to bring this about would be a higher rate of interest, which,
even if it is not off-set by a lengthening of the repayment period would still be

infinitely better than what people pay for rented accommodations on the free market
at the moment.. It should also be accepted that the small borrower, who must put up a

part of the cost himself, would be allowed to do this by way of his own self-help
efforts (such as digging the foundation or making blocks).

139- The trend towards owner-occupation is supported in housing policies of all
countries in the region, yet there is still the practice of building public housing

for rental purposes. At the same time many local authorities complain of the
difficulties in collecting rent and of high maintenance cost. To raise the rent is
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difficult, but an alternative would be to offer these houses for sale. This could be

done on very easy terras to the occupants, and it would seem to serve the double

purpose of expanding owner-occupations and elimination of a liability, (overheads and
maintenance costs)? which would release money for new housing. ■ •

140. It is not the purpose here to discuss new institutions to be set up. Partly

because in some countries there may already be existing institutions which very easily

could incorporate the suggested new features of housing finance, and partly because

this is the subject of another section of this paper.

141• In some African countries housing co-operatives have shown some measure of

success, particularly in connexion with site-.and services schemes. This collective

responsibility of such groups makes it more encouraging for lenders to advance money,

because th6 co-operative itself is capable of dealing with individual defaulters.

Effects on Policies and Planning

142. Many of the suggested incentives and new trends can be implemented without much

change in existing policies and plans. However there are areas where the policy and

planning are the major consvraints on the housing development. If, for instance, the
policy is to provide houses for the various parts of the country in relation to their

expected growth rate and commensurate with the distribution of income groups, then

the plan may be a constraint to development if it sets out to build a certain number

of houses in each of the cost brackets instead of first laying out (and service) the

total number of plots envisaged. This is so, because in the former case the targets

may not be reached for a variety of reasons (technical, administrative and financial)
whereas in the latter case it is not only likely that the private sector will finish
these units faster, but also at a considerable saving to the public sector.

143. Likewise, if the policy is that the public sector should build what the private

sector does not seem to be able to produce in order to fill the gap between demand and

supply of decent houses (conforming to some defined standard) then the plan should
emphasize the incentives vis-a-vis the private market, and not be preoccupied with

filling the gap, oefox-e it is established.

144- If policy advocates owner occupation then there is enough reason for selling

publicly owned houses which are not absolutely necessary for institutional purposes
(hospitals, prisons, border guards, etc.)*

145* In line with this is the policy on subsidies, which in the majority of cases do
not benefit the individuals, for which they were intended and defy the ultimate
objective of providing more and better houses.

146. Ibere is one effect of a changed policy with more emphasis on housing, and that
is the way other sectors of the economy are affected. If there is an increased flow

of scarce resources into housing will not other sectors suffer? On balance, the answer

is no, It is beyond this section to analyse this problem in detail, but as far as

labour, land and materials are concerned there is no better alternative use. The
question is more potent, when it comes to the allocation of public and private funds.

This need hardly be a major concern in regard to low-cost houses, because the income
groups involved would not have many other investment possibilities open to them. Thus

if they increase their savings for housing it would have to come from their consumption,
and if they raise other private funds for their housing from mortgage institutions it
may only be at the expense of more expensive housing.
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147« In the market for securities there is a strong need for a greater variety of

securities such as mortgages. Long and short term, little and more risk with

corresponding low and high returns.^/

MAI1T ISSUES ARISING FOR DISCUSSION

148* In the event that governments of member States will wish to subscribe to a
Declaration of Principles, make pronouncements on national policy and its imple

mentation, and give support to suggested actions on an international basis at
Vancouver, the following main issues would be discussed during the African Regional

Preparatory Conference. Recommendations arising therefrom would be included in

the final report and would thus be available for further discussion and finaliza-
tion in Vancouverj-

1. Rationalization in construction activities and machinery therefor,

to streamline procedures and implementation of policies.

2. To bring together under one head those authorities directly concerned
with human settlements affairs.

3. To take full account of the national debt position and debt servicing
position when formulating programmes and their financial implications.

4. To take account of the methods of using capital in tha public sector,
particularly on the issue between encouraging home-ownership and the

provision of rented housing with all its management and maintenance
expenses.

5- To encourage by all means the mobilisation of domestic savings for invest
ment in human settlements, and the establishment of adequate financial
institutions.

6. To encourage the improvement c^:1 conditions in uncontrolled settlements
particularly in peri-urban areas in order that citizens may be able to
pay due taxes to increase investment in human settlements.

7- To provide adequate financing facilities for improvements in rural housing
as part of an integrated rural development programme.

8. To examine the role of commercial banks placed against old philosophy and
criteria.

9» To arrange consultative machinery for financial institutions investing
in human settlements,including the national or central banks.

1/ Edward Nevins Central Funds in underdeveloped countries - McMillan and Co.
London, 1961. '




